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the practice Jonathan Reeves Archi-
tecture (jra) has been using building 
information modelling (bim) techniques 
for a number of years. The practice is 
running the latest release of Vector-
works Architect, which can be used for 
full bim workflows. We work on pro-
jects of all types and sizes in the South 
West, and have recently moved to the 
East Midlands. We not only provide 
architectural services but also offer 
professional Vectorworks cad training, 
consultancy and bim visualisation 
services for architects all over the uk.

As a small practice that often collaborates with other 
architects and developers, being able to work efficiently 
and communicate ideas clearly in 3d has always been 
important to jra since Jonathan graduated with a Masters 
in Architecture and Computing from Sheffield University.

Over the last few years, there has been a growing interest 
within architectural practices in building information 
modelling, or bim. The definition of what bim really 
means is still developing and often means different 
things to different people. There is a growing acceptance, 
however, that 2d cad drafting using lines and shapes does 
not  exploit the full potential of developments in either 
software or hardware.

Some architects tend to think bim is only suitable for 
larger projects involving lots of co-ordination, with the 
entire design team all using the same software. Smaller 

practices, however, are not just one-stop house designers 
any more, and they need to adhere to building regulations 
and environmental standards and to satisfy local planning 
offices, clients and any other parties interested in local 
development. That means they will need to call on experts 
in each particular area to support their work.

This has been made easier by the ability to  create 3d 
models of their designs and share these with other people 
or companies drawn into the project, who can view and 
comment on the plans; analyse the model to see, for 
example, if it meets local sustainable targets; or further 
the design by adding their own components: structural 
elements, mep and so on.

early bim As an early adopter of bim, the practice’s first 
real experience of the benefits was collaborating on a pro-
ject for Kingsway School in Gloucester, assisting Quattro 
Design Architects, in 2006. (This project was featured in 
cad User and Detail 4/2011.)

The school design was a colourful, complex series of angled 
wings, with double-curved zinc roofs, which would have 
been very difficult to draw traditionally and for the client — 

teachers and the local authority — to visualise. While 
little collaborative bim could be achieved on this project at 
the time, it was invaluable to have the ability to evaluate 
the design visually, generate accurate plans, sections and 
elevations, and produce shadow studies and presentation 
material to help secure funding.

▲ Example projects
The images on these pages reflect a diversity of projects undertaken by jra. 
Above: aerial cgi of Kingsway School showing play space and classrooms
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▲ Eco Development
Vectorworks and 
 Cinema 4d cgi of 
residential development 
project by raa Archi-
tects; model by jra

▼ Wood Wharf, London
Masterplanning model, 
with Nick Kuhn

► Field Lodge Gardens
jra’s residential devel-
opment and self-build 
concepts in Somerset
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The project was so successful that Quattro has recently 
been commissioned to design a very similar sister school, a 
few miles away, for the same client.

Our experience on the Kingsway project was then applied 
to the much larger three-storey Extra Care nursing home 
in Ebbw Vale for leda. The design for this scheme was more 
complex and the timescale for development very short, 
so producing a full set of planning drawings from a single 
co-ordinated model was an essential part of the workflow.

An additional benefit was being able to produce a set of 
marketing visuals and a fully animated video, moving 
from the entrance to inside through the building. This 

animation can be viewed on YouTube by searching for 
‘jra-vectorworks-cad’ or directly at bit.ly/jra-youtube.

jra is currently involved with a number of small, medium 
and large projects that have all exploited bim workflows 
during the design process, each offering different per-
spectives on the benefits of bim. These include private 
clients designing a new cliff-top dwelling; a medium-sized 
development of three modern eco mews houses for a 
local builder; and a larger development of 12 new town 
houses in Ilfracombe. In the past, we have also worked 
with a much larger regional developer and lead architect 
Llewellyn Harker Architects on a 65-bed care home and 18 
Extra Care apartments.

project 1/4 small
Oyster Catchers: a private house

At the smaller end of the scale is our use of bim on a resi-
dential replacement dwelling on a cliff-top site in Lee Bay, 
North Devon, for the design process and communication 
between the client and planners.

Located on the beautiful South West Coast Path in an area 
of outstanding natural beauty (aonb), the project was very 
sensitive environmentally and contextually. The existing 
single-storey bungalow on the site had severe structural 
issues, making it beyond economic repair, due to poor 
construction and some suspected ground movement.

After a long battle with their insurance company, the 
owners sought to replace it with an environmentally 
sustainable dwelling, taking into account the scale, layout 
and appearance of their new home.

A survey was commissioned in 3d form and a 3d site model 
produced, using the built-in Vectorworks site-modelling 
suite, directly from the surveyor’s data. This was in the 
from of a dwg file with 3d contours at the various heights. 
The site-modelling suite allowed the existing terrain to 
be accurately modelled and initial massing studies of 
proposed building forms to be produced — very useful in 
exploring early-stage design options for discussion with 
the client and planners.

Once a basic strategy had been agreed, detailed proposals 
were developed with parametric slabs, walls, doors, win-
dows and roofs, allowing plans, elevations, sections and 3d 
perspectives to be produced directly from the bim model. 
Because of the sensitive nature of the site, the planning 
officer asked for a number of contextual views from key 
vantage points. As a result, some changes were made to a 
critical elevation, and the roof ridge height was reduced to 
match the neighbouring property.

► Oyster Catchers, Devon
Perspective views of the dwelling were
prepared for clients and planners
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Following a lengthy period of consultation, planning was 
granted and we were commissioned to undertake working 
and building-regulations drawings, which were developed 
by adding more detail to the bim model.

Once the structural engineers had produced their designs 
for the ground beams, including 22 piles, these were 
modelled to incorporate into the bim model so that the 
sections accurately reflected the appropriate details. While 
the project was on site, as often happens, there were client 
changes. These required an application for a non-material 
amendment because the clients wanted to introduce more 

glass and corner windows to the seaward-facing gable. 
By updating the bim model, it was simple to explore the 
options and present these in three-dimensional form 
to both client and planner. Making it possible to clearly 
demonstrate that the changes would not be visible by any 
of the surrounding neighbours meant the planner was 
happy to approve the changes quickly as a minor amend-
ment, even at this very late stage. (Such changes are not 
recommended while on site, but in the real world, clients 
often ask for these things.)

Another challenging aspect of the project was finalising 
the services strategy, as there was no mains gas available. 
Originally, an air-source heat pump was specified in com-
bination with solar thermal panels and underfloor heating 
throughout. The client, however, became increasingly 
concerned about potential noise, having developed a 
hearing condition that made them very sensitive to back-
ground noise. Ground-source heat pumps using 65m-deep 
bore holes were also explored, but this was ruled out by 
the consultant geologist. This left photovoltaic (pv) and 
the relatively new technology of thermodynamic panels as 
potential options. Again, the bim was invaluable in assess-
ing the visual impact of the panels and using the virtual 
heliodon built into the software to analyse sun-shadow 
patterns during the course of the year to demonstrate 
their potential effectiveness. All of the heat source 
options were also subject to sap assessment by 
a consultant assessor (Synergy), who also made 
use of the information from the bim, following the 
design changes.

Overall, using a bim workflow on 
this project from inception right 
through to on-site construc-
tion presented challenges, 
such as modelling some 
of the junctions between 
the roof and walls using 
non-standard bespoke 
windows and doors and 

dealing with the complex site levels. But it did allow late 
design changes to be incorporated relatively easily and 
communicated with the entire design team, including 
client, planners, contractors, and structural and sap 
consultants. This project was awarded runner-up for bim 
Project of the Year 2014 at the Construction Computing 
Awards (www.constructioncomputingawards.co.uk).

project 2/4 medium
Three terrace houses in Ilfracombe

After setting up an office in North Devon in 2009, jra was 
keen to establish relationships with local clients. While a 
number of new contacts were developed, it was clear that 

▲ Exploded isometric
Model views helped 
to show interior space

► 3d sections
bim model showing construction
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North Devon fee structures were tighter — especially at 
first, when trying to tempt potential new clients to move 
from their existing firms. Approached by a developer who 
already had planning for two terrace houses on a tight 
town-centre setting in a conservation area of Ilfracombe, 
jra was asked to look at the possibility of getting planning 
for three units. An initial concept design was required in a 
very short time and for a very competitive fee.

Once again, bim was exploited to produce a convincing 
concept design that persuaded the client to commission 
a planning application for the terrace of modern town 
houses. Key advantages are the speed and efficiency of 
producing full sets of co-ordinated documentation and 3d 
views in a way that traditional 2d drafting does not allow. 

It is possible to offer more for less when the commercial 
pressure is on, making a practice more competitive.

Following planning approval, the bim model was developed 
to produce working drawings, schedules and information 
on quantities. On such a small project, detailed scheduling 
of information was of great use to the developer, who was 
able to look at costs as the project progressed without 
needing a quantity survey (qs). Accurate quantities of 
materials could be ordered as required, at the right time, 
which saved multiple orders. An area where this was par - 
tic ularly useful was in listing all the timber framing mem-
bers required for each roof. Alternative forms of construc-
tion and different design options could also be explored 
and assessed at a relatively early stage in the build process.

Another great advantage was the ability to start generating 
potential sales interest in the development. Using the 
perspective views of the scheme prepared for planning, 
signboards and adverts were prepared for marketing. This 
made the estate agent’s job much easier and cheaper, as 
they had a good set of visual material to show potential 
buyers. That helped to ensure all properties were sold 
before completion, helping the developer with the funding 
required to complete the project.

project 3/4 large
65-bed nursing home and apartments

As well as providing a full range of Vectorworks-based 
training courses, jra offers a bim design and modelling ser-
vice as a remote consultant working with other architects 
or developers. Some such projects have been carried out 
without ever meeting the client. The advent of fast broad-
band, powerful laptops and the ease of communication via 
Skype, mobile phones and technologies such as FaceTime 
and instant messaging have changed the requirement to 
work geographically near to the client.

It is in this way that jra has been involved with a developer 
and lead architect Llewellyn Harker Architects on a num-
ber of projects, including a church conversion in France 
and an underground ballroom for a listed building in Box, 
near Bath. jra was also involved in developing designs for 
a 65-bed nursing home and 18 Extra Care apartments, a 
significant project for a small regional practice. 

Working with the lead architect, the nursing home plans 
were developed using wall styles and libraries of paramet-
ric windows and doors. These could easily be replaced and 
amended as the design developed through many iterations. 
Responding to the repetitive nature of the design, a library 
of symbols was created from the plug-ins, which meant 
that they were very easy to edit globally while retaining 
their parametric nature in the early stages of the project.

The Heliodon tool available with Renderworks made it 
simple to investigate potential overshadowing issues on 
the communal gardens, which informed the landscape 
designs later on. Having set an accurate location, date 
and time, the shadow studies produced by the 3d model 
were totally accurate simulations. These were also used to 
determine where external shading might be required on 
the external façade.

▲ Market Street Mews
Photograph of residential development as completed▼ Nursing home

Exploded view of rooms 
with Space Objects
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On a commercial project of this scale, accurate area sched-
ules were also required. These were easily produced using 
the Space tool. Each space was generated by the walls that 
bounded the rooms, and standard naming applied. Where 
the rooms were not clearly defined, spaces were generated 
directly from polygons using Create Objects from Shapes. 
Non-standard room names were added to the project list.

Door and window schedules were also generated in the 
same way, with intelligent two-way data flows ensuring 
schedules could be amended and drawings automatically 
updated. This saved time, eliminated errors, and was a 
very satisfying part of the job, as it freed up time for more 
interesting tasks by streamlining what can be a painful 
process on a project of this scale, with over 300 doors.

Acoustic and structural issues were dealt with by other 
consultants, who were provided with 2d dwg files and the 
bim model in an ifc format. ifc, or Industry Foundation 
Classes, is fully integrated into Vectorworks and allows 
the bim model’s 3d geometry to be shared along with the 
associated data that define the building elements. This 
file format and technology is the industry standard for 
Open bim and opens the door for energy analysis and clash 
detection. These are technologies not directly available in 
most cad software, but this will change with the introduc-
tion of Energos in Vectorworks 2016. Using ifc-capable 
software such as Solibri Model Viewer, the project manager 
can integrate different consultants’ information, and it is 
envisaged that for future projects the bim model will be 
handed over at completion for use by the facilities manager.

Although jra did not work on this project in that way, we 
can foresee it becoming more important as bim is more 
widely adopted by end-user clients.

Northfield Road
Site view of house 
types refererenced into 
existing site model to 
show contextual urban 
relationships

Detailed scheduling of information was 
of great use to the developer, who was able 
to look at costs as the project progressed 
without needing a quantity survey
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project 4/4 large
12 town houses in Ilfracombe

An opportunity arose to put bim to collaborative use when 
jra was invited to enter a limited competition with other 
local architects to put forward initial ideas for a vacant site 
at Northfield Road in Ilfracombe. Located just off the high 
street, the site of a former garage had been undeveloped 
during the recession, even though planning (which had 
lapsed) had been granted for 14 flats. 

At the time, jra was working closely with Peregrine Mears 
Architects on the proposals for Petroc College, and it be-
came apparent that they had also been invited to put ideas 
forward. It made sense to combine forces, and with the 
developer’s permission a joint-venture bid was successfully 
put forward for 12 contemporary town houses.

Because both firms used Vectorworks, collaboration was 
straightforward. Initial layouts were developed in 2d using 
symbols for each house type. Once the basic site strategy 
and layouts were agreed, the 2d symbols were edited to 
have a basic 3d component, which allowed us to explore 
massing and scale in relation to the existing urban context. 
The surrounding buildings were modelled using the 
Massing Model tool. Heliodon sun-shadow studies were 
produced very early on to evaluate shadowing issues. 

As the site was just around the corner from jra’s office, 
initial site meetings with the client were followed by 
sitting at the 30-inch screen exploring the design in 3d. 
This proved extremely effective, involving the client in the 
design process in a way that sheets of paper could not.

The next stage was to trace over the house types using 
actual wall types for the various constructions. This 
helped because the site was very tight and using the right 
thickness of wall from the start was essential. Three basic 
house types were each developed in a single file, with 

layers that stacked vertically on top of each other for the 
floors. These files were then referenced into the site model 
file and rotated into the correct position.

As the house types became more developed and detailed, 
the site model file was immediately updated. Each 
house type could be worked on by different people when 
required. Repetitious elements, for balconies, juliets and so 
on, were dealt with by making hybrid 2d and 3d symbols, 
or auto-hybrids where possible. 

As well as producing a co-ordinated set of drawings for 
each house type and site drawings, the bim model enabled 
schedules to be extracted from the Vectorworks data very 
early on. This helped the quantity surveyor with accurate 
costings, the engineer to comment on any likely structural 
issues, and the planners with key views. The developer 
also appreciated the detailed information, and the estate 
agents used the visuals to predict likely end values, which 
helped with funding.

The scheme is required to meet at least Level 3 of the Code 
for Sustain able Homes. Following planning, it is envisaged 
that a bim model of each house type will be developed to 
a high level of detail, and energy assessments done using 
exported ifc files. 

Conclusions

A Vectorworks user since 1991, I have been fascinated by 
the potential of 3d modelling and multimedia in architec-
ture. The visual benefit of being able to develop, evaluate 
and communicate design ideas clearly via the model, using 
rendered visuals and animations, has proved invaluable.

In the near future, I am looking forward to seeing more 
of the industry adopt bim workflows and hope to do more 
collaborative bim with other architects and consultants.

We are interested in using our bim models more easily 
for early-stage energy analysis using software from ies 
(Integrated Energy Solutions), which recently agreed a 
development partnership with Vectorworks, Inc, and the 
new Energos module in Architect 2016.

bim is about setting standards and operating procedures 
that make collaboration easier, simplifying the sharing of 
data with other professionals who use different technolo-
gies, file formats and ideologies. The overall goal is cutting 
wasted time, money and effort. At jra, we strive to use bim 
to enhance the architecture that emerges while enjoying 
the process of delivering it using intelligent workflows.

Extra Care apartments
Brunel House marketing visual


